
Election Communication - Windsor Constituency

George Fussey

George
in action…

It’s George Fussey
or the Conservative here…

● Only the Lib Dems can beat the Tories in
the Windsor constituency!

● Voting Labour, Green or UKIP will just
help the Conservatives to win in our area.
But a vote for George Fussey is a
positive vote for Windsor and for a fairer
society and stronger economy.
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A genuinely LOCAL choice for OUR COMMUNITY

Talking to

his local

Community

Warden

in EtonListening to

locals in Windsor

Tackling weekend anti-social

behaviour with local police

Help George Fussey
and the Lib Dems build a fairer society!

Volunteer
to help our
campaign

Donate
to help our
campaign

windsorlibdems.org.uk/en/volunteerwindsorlibdems.org.uk/en/donate

It’s between the Lib Dems &
Tories in this constituency !

General Election 2010 result
Con

Lib
Dem Lab

Every vote for Labour in the
Windsor Constituency
helps elect a Conservative MP.
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A message from George Fussey The Lib Dems in Government

Our record of delivery

Over £4.5 million of Pupil Premium
has gone to benefit disadvantaged
children in local schools.

3,000 Windsor children have qualified
for free school meals.

3,300 local three and four-year olds
have received free child care.

Lib Dems are opposed to any
expansion of Heathrow and the
noise and pollution it would create.

We will fight to protect the Green
Belt while providing more homes.

46,000 people in Windsor have enjoyed
an £800 tax cut and 3,600 have been
taken out of tax altogether.

Lib Dems will increase the personal
allowance to £12,500, giving an additional
£400 tax cut to 30 million people

Our promise of more

George FUSSEY

● Protected and increased the NHS
budget, increasing the number of
doctors and nurses.

● Lib Dems will increase NHS funding by
£8 billion so mental health patients get
treated as fast as those with physical
conditions

● Given an £800 tax cut
 to low and middle-income earners.

● Raising personal allowances further,
cutting taxes by another £400 a year.

● Secured the biggest ever cash rise
 in the State Pension, and brought in
 the “triple lock” to protect pensions.

● Legislate to make the “triple lock”
permanent, guaranteeing decent
pension rises every year.

Protecting the Environment

Pupil Premium

George Fussey will fight
to defend the local NHSGeorge will listen to residents

£800
tax cut


